
 

Fervent fans keep faith with heroes even
after 'immoral acts', study finds
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The more that people express admiration for a public figure, the more
likely they are to forgive and defend them after a "moral violation",
according to a new study analyzing the posts from 36,464 YouTube
followers of a famous online prankster.

The findings suggest that we "resist updating our beliefs" about those we
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publicly support—even when they commit acts that might appall us, say
researchers.

Psychologists from Cambridge University investigated fan reactions to
online celebrity Logan Paul's videos before and after a notorious
incident in which he filmed the dead body of a man in Japan's
Aokigahara forest—tragically known as a "suicide site"—and shared it
with his followers.

In the video, Paul and friends make highly inappropriate jokes. At the
time, the final day of 2017, he had over 15 million YouTube subscribers.
The "suicide forest scandal" led to a major backlash against Paul and
indeed YouTube, despite a public apology from him 48 hours later.

In a study published in the journal Social Psychological Bulletin,
researchers used language-processing algorithms to assess the level of
"moral emotions"—from anger and disgust to adoration—displayed in
comments by some of Paul's army of YouTube followers over the course
of the scandal.

The psychologists deployed a "concept dictionary"—lists of words
associated with, for example, notions of love or forgiveness—to scan
user commentary on seven Logan Paul videos prior to the scandal, and
posts from those same followers on his apology video in the wake of the
scandal.

The researchers say that this approach allowed them to account for
specific slang in their sentiment analyses, such as "logang4life": a phrase
used by Paul's more devoted fans to demonstrate commitment.

"Imagine a celebrity or a politician you greatly admire does something
you consider deeply immoral and repugnant. Would you stand by them?"
said lead author Simon Karg, who conducted the work while at the
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Cambridge Body, Mind and Behavior Laboratory.

"We can see that people often keep holding on to a positive character
evaluation even when the admired person commits a severe
transgression. The more important the person has been to us, the less
likely we are willing to change our favorable opinion," Karg said.

Cambridge social psychologist Prof Simone Schnall, the study's senior
author, says that "people often use celebrities in the construction of their
social identity. A threat to the standing of a public figure can be
perceived by fans as a threat to their own self-identity—something we
may feel compelled to defend."

Previous studies on how people judge moral character have been limited
by small participant groups, often lab-based, as well as hypothetical
scenarios. By scraping and analyzing YouTube comments, the
Cambridge team were able to investigate thousands of reactions to a
"real life" scandal of moral transgression.

Overall, 77% of the YouTube users who had left comments on a Logan
Paul video before the scandal continued to support him afterwards, with
only 16% expressing anger, and 4% disgust, after Paul mocked the
suicide victim.

Psychologists were able to examine the link between pre-scandal
attitudes and post-scandal messages of support among individual social
media users.

YouTube users who commented often and positively on Logan Paul
videos prior to the scandal were 12% more likely to continue to voice
support for him once he had publicly disgraced himself.

Those who posted positively using Logan Paul fan language—an
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expression of "social identity"—were 10% more likely to back Paul after
the Aokigahara forest video.

Online behavior predicted fan reactions beyond merely support for
Logan Paul. For each one of his videos a user had commented on, their
likelihood to display "adoration" for Paul after the scandal increased by
4%.

Conversely, each pre-scandal Logan Paul video commented on by a
YouTube user left them 5% less likely to express anger, and 9% less
likely to express disgust, at his transgressive behavior in Japan.

"High levels of online approval only led to the entrenchment of support
when fans were suddenly faced with extremely negative information
about their hero," said Karg, who is now at Aarhus University.

"There are numerous examples of celebrities and politicians acting in
less than ideal ways without much backlash from devoted partisans. It
seems that fervent supporters will readily excuse deplorable actions by
their heroes. The question is whether anything can break this spell of
commitment," Karg said.

  More information: Simon Tobias Karg et al, Followers forever: Prior
commitment predicts post-scandal support of a social media celebrity, 
Social Psychological Bulletin (2022). DOI: 10.32872/spb.8283
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